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3 Photo Apps for Easy Editing 
EASY TOOLS TO BRIGHTEN UP YOUR PHOTOS

We’re often taking photos while we’re on the move and we don’t have time to find the perfect lighting. When 
you capture the perfect moment (but not the perfect lighting), you can brighten your photo using editing 

apps. Editing the exposure or white balance of the photo is a good place to start. Here are 3 Android + IOS 
friendly (and FREE) apps to try. These apps save your photos to your phone rather than immediately to 

social media, giving you the flexibility to choose what and when you share!

SNAPSEED

 □ Use Snapseed LOOKS for quick 
editing with filters – time saver!

 □ Open TOOLS to find all of the editing 
tools, including white balance (start 
here to brighten your photo).

 □ After choosing white balance,  
place your finger on the phone 
screen directly on the photos and 
slide right and left to adjust the 
white balance. 

PS EXPRESS (PHOTOSHOP)

 □ Choose from filters like Portrait, 
Nature and Basic for quick  
editing filters. 

 □ Open Tools and choose Exposure 
(there are additional options to  
play with). 

 □ Use the slider to move left and  
right to adjust the brightness of 
your photo. 
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Use these editing tips to share the photos that you love!
Add #Creative Memories #ShareYourHappy to your postsȗ

LIGHTROOM CC

□ Looking at the Tools, slide all the
way to the right to choose Presets
for quick editing filters like Bright.

□ To get into the details, go back to
the Tools View and choose Light.

□ Use the sliders to edit exposure,
contrast and lighting.


